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--Frank Knight, Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit 
 
 

from Chapter 3: 
Etiquette lesson #1: some possible responses to improper uncertain advances 

 
 

initiated incursions into otherwise 
stable reconfigurations 
of leaving 

The War 
drags on, sending images 

a flaming  
girl, her mouth 

a dark hole of intimacy 
 interruptions  

of perennial  
fundament which sometimes stands 
for anatomy but also looks 
like a napalmed rice paddy 
 

[But even if in such cases I  
 be mistaken 

 
that I am drugged?] 

 
Bear with me 

then breaches normal poetic 
insistent eruption  

of lyric diversions and faith-based  
self-mutilation to face the music  
screeching out of the meeting  
of commerce and community 

No way around 
that one, ragged across the sidewalk 
huddled on a grate 

 
Uncertain advances dissolve 



typical desolation issues 
in a puppya puppy s dream whimper, 
in the furnace of leaving 
that is not leaving and not 
just for beginning 
 
There you have it, leaving 
 

It s well-known uncertain advances  
come in different shapes  
often unrecognizable 
beneath tawdry finery 

If confronted 
or otherwise hailed by uncertain 
responding to gestures of lewd intent 
may get you through the door  
but guarantees are out  
of the question 
along with necessary answers 

 
For instance  
 
hawking commie papers  
at Bathurst and Bloor  

to a chorus of enraged Hungarians, 
grounds for advance in regimes 
of certain flawless reason 

Behold 
they clamour, shiny image calling out 
from truth s light 

while bodies 
writhe beneath tracks of advancing  
edenic convulsions, good for what 
ails ya in the theatre of flawless 
binary extrapolation into life  
or death abstraction and watertight 
righteousness 

Back home, mothers  
weep in the street  
till the drugs kick in   

 
Librium & Valium 



 
AA  pouring  

 
reeking of orange blossoms and endless 
ease in unceasing sun s 
lost connection to regimes 
of shadow find their nook 
in complicated exegetic crannies 
in Contraction s wham bam 
thank you mathank you ma m rendition 
of Moonlight Becomes You 
 
The Names sing  
of immanent rhythm, Jurupa 
Magnolia, Brockton, Palm 
resonant with the taste  
of honeyed location, dream s 
topography, desire s moist  
passages, life s thick  
patina 

Is there a shrink in the 2nd  
Ring of Hell for those whose Father left 
them an insatiable wound? Was that Eve s 
hunger? Did Yahweh, wifeless, come  
in the night, Almighty, touch her  
down there?  

Darkness breeds 
in relentless sunlight, 
orange blossoms   
cloying fragrance, thick 
oily residue of the smudge  
pots, and the crash of wave 
after wave of Western Civ  
against the farthest edge 
 

The Names recede in the rear 
view mirror and the wthe w  
in a name is lost in noisy  

blur 
New mythologies  

of water tangled knots  
demand for sense  



struggles behind improper  
 

mean dream 
Mountains  promise  

embraced i  familiar 
further  

finds itself in a dark alley 
with nothing but a 2x4 
to call home 

 
In cases of Internal Uncertain 
Executive Orders offer opportunity 
to fine tune malice, maximize 
chaos, and unleash your inner 
demon  First Rule: locate  
the weak,kick the living shit  
out of them  
is certain  
 
This will encourage your average off 
duty cop to grab a brown-skinned kid 
off the street and in cases of outrageous 
resistance pull the trigger 
to punish the absence  
of documented existence 
while ensuring the Doom Pr  
traffic simplification plan  
can maximize the sale and use 
of smart-ass-free real estate 

 
Large scale  

roundups follow, invoke teary 
recollections of John Wayne 
and Tyrone Power punching cows 
across (recently) empty(ied) Vastness 
subject to perusal from ridges 
deemed musically fenceless 

Howling  
at the moon remains optional 
 

Rage ravaged  left  
to stagger under Wto stagger under W  



Screaming  
Hungarians signal 
the universal declaration 
of inflicted agony  
remains in force 

 
It was a grand old time 

Red  
is the East rolled off our tongues 
like Polly Wolly Doodle and running  
dogs were subject to joyous 
unrestrained abuse 

Woof 
woof they howled, whether 
at the moon or not is a question 
of verbal uncertain that later 
investigations indicate 
lacks deep understanding 

geo-genesis 
and cosmo-diddly-do  

Just 
when you think you got 
the damn rules straight, lady moon 
opens up in sweet silence  
and uncertain advances vaporous  
hieroglyphs across her face 
 

[Here I am inclined to fight 
windmills, because I cannot  
say the thing  
I really want to say] 
 

In some circumstances uncertain advances may call upon things to testify  
in their light. This is common and should not cause alarm. You may choose to address 
them in terms appropriate to the emitted spectrum, or simply to stare in unmediated 
wonder. Touching is permitted in the company of awe. 

 




